S C S T E N C IL C LE A N IN G
W IP E S
The Stencil Cleaning Wipes from Solder Chemistry were especially developed for the
needs of SMT-applications. Years of experience on the field of SMT and countless
conversations with solder paste users have lead Solder Chemistry to bring a product on
the market, that really cleans the stencil thoroughly without destroying the paste, which is
more likely the case with alcohol and similar solvents.

HANDLING
The tissues are soaked with the SC Stencil Cleaner and therefore ready for use.
Contrary to other cleaners on the market, the solder paste is not damaged on contact with
SC Stencil Cleaner/Stencil Cleaner Wipes.
The SC Stencil Cleaner Wipes are prepared for immediate use.
Very persistent contaminations (remainders of solder paste) in breakthroughs or such
which can not be removed with wipes, should be removed with a flat brush soaked in SC
Stencil Cleaner.

WORK SAFETY
At storage all usual regulations concerning flammable materials have to be considered.
Because of the weak evaporation of the cleaner (it volatilises very slowly), direct contact
with bare skin should be avoided. Protective gloves made from latex or PVC are should be
worn.

PACKAGING
The tissues are delivered in plastic jars containing 100 pieces.
Furthermore we can offer the wipes with three different dosages of cleaner.
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